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Which factors 
play a role 
when 
exploring 
program 
options?

 1. Understanding what our objective is when incorporating dryland 
training to replace swimming when we do not have access to a 
pool

 2. Understanding the demands of swimming and what research 
shows provides the greatest impact with realistic execution

 3. Understanding what your options are based on access to 
equipment, and physical attributes as an athlete

 4. How we want to structure a workout



I. Objective

Our goal is to develop and improve strength and fitness as it 
relates to swimming from a neuromuscular standpoint. This 
can be summed up in two words: Functional Training



I. Objective

What guiding principles should we follow when determining 
how functional movements are?

“ “I defy you to show me anything you do in swimming in 
which you only use one single muscle in a single joint 
movement in one plane”

-Vern Gambetta



I. Objective

1. Train movements, not muscles

2. Serape effect, with an emphasis on core and shoulder 
movements

3. Multiple planes at play



I. Objective

Training Movements

1. Coordination

2. Balance

3. Strength

4. Flexibility/Mobility

5. Maximize Athletic Potential



I. Objective

Training Movements

*Big Idea: Certain exercises can be sport specific (targeting 
certain muscles) but not very functional with how it relates 

to improvement within the sport. There is a difference 
between strength specific vs dryland training*



I. Objective

Serape Effect

Big Idea: Since the anatomical structure of the body is in 
diagonal rotational patterns, and performance occurs in 
diagonal, rotational patterns, the most effective movements 
when training the body are in diagonal, rotational patterns!



I. Objective

Why Core and Shoulder Movements?

1. Body is a Kinetic Chain

2. Pelvic Engine over Spinal Engine: Power comes from the 
core

3. Strength and range of motion in shoulders based on use



I. Objective

Multiple Planes at Play

1. Sagittal (Vertical, separating left and right)

2. Coronal (Vertical, separating front and back)

3. Transverse (Horizontal, upper and lower half)

4. Midsagittal (Sagittal but equal halves)

Think of movements in sports that incorporate multiple 
planes of play!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqtE9GlLBJs


II. Understanding 
Swimming
1. Swimming is rhythmic in nature

2. Swimming is a “full body” exercise (many moving parts)

3. Swimming at it’s core is core driven  

4. Swimming requires coordination with a kinesthetic 
awareness and muscular balance

5. Swimming requires a high degree of flexibility and 
mobility



II. Understanding 
Swimming

*Big Idea: We want to incorporate as 
many, if not all of these elements 

into our dryland training*



III. Options

Ask yourself these questions….

1. Where can you train?

2. What equipment do you have access to?

3. Where are you in your athletic journey?

4. What motivates you when working out?



III. Options
Where can you train?

*Indoor vs outdoor

*1st floor/basement vs 2nd floor or above

*Space requirements/limitations

Big Idea: Plan ahead to maximize the effectiveness of your 
workouts



III. Options
Equipment

*YOUR OWN BODY

*Medicine Ball

*Bands

*Jump Rope

*Weight vest

Get creative!!!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://www.flickr.com/photos/mobileedgelaptopbags/3360197771/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


III. Options
Where are you as an athlete?

*Know what you can and cannot do

*Injury history and prevention

*Safety first

Big Idea: Everyone is different, so blindly following a 
workout (or plan) without considering your own needs limits 

the effectiveness and safety of the training!



III. Options
Motivation AKA where do you thrive as an athlete?

*Train by yourself vs digital “group” options

*Accountability

*Improvement is FUN

*Explore any and all options!



IV. Structure

1. Intervals (time) vs Rep Counts

2. Choose exercises that follow progressions/regressions 
and can be built up from simple to complex

3. 8-12 exercises within a workout so you can “cover your 
bases”

Big Idea: Ask yourself WHY!



IV. Structure
Sample workout: :40 of work/:20 of rest for medicine 
ball/bodyweight | 3 rounds total

Medicine Ball (click links for demo videos)

1. Goblet Squat to press forward

2. Chopping Lunge

3. Chest pass to wall with a jump

4. Burpees (with or without medicine ball)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2CgYht0mls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDqpDyRHakg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eW4Wc1gNob8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfCL5KqlZb0


IV. Structure
Sample workout: :40 of work/:20 of rest for medicine 
ball/bodyweight | 3 rounds total

Medicine Ball Continued (click links for demo videos)

5. Overhead slam (fun one)

6. Lying flutter kicks with toss

7. Russian Twists

8. Pushups (with or without medicine ball)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAasm7EFr9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1jwCd7QOu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=io_KYOwklI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfu8lwPHisU


IV. Structure
Jump Rope: 3:00

*Works stabilizer muscles in wrists, 
hand, forearm, and elbow besides 
obvious lower body, Great deal of 

variations to continue to challenge your 
fitness and coordination. Also 
challenges coordination (since 

swimming at the heart is a rhythmic 
activity)*



V. Conclusion
“Don’t count the days, make the days count”

-Muhammad Ali

Contact Information: 

Kevin Kearney

info@goswimexcel.com

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under 
CC BY-NC

http://theduran.com/march-8-1971-remembering-muhammad-ali/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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